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Overview Since Hayes and Wilson (2008), gradient phonotactic models have been used to account
for gradient acceptability judgments which people give to nonce words forms. However, others
have argued that gradient acceptability judgments result from categorical grammatical interactions
(Gorman, 2013) or other factors (Armstrong et al., 1983). At the last AMP, Durvasula (2020)
argued that categorical phonotactic models are just as good at modeling gradient judgments as the
UCLA phonotactic learner of Hayes and Wilson (2008).

In this study, we investigate Polish, which is widely known for its complex consonant clusters
in word-initial position (Jarosz, 2017). We conducted an acceptability survey of word-initial Polish
clusters and compared the UCLA phonotactic learner to two categorical models. Both categorical
models outperformed the UCLA phonotactic model.

Background Word-initial Polish consonant clusters are largely a result of yers, vowels that do not
insert or delete but rather surface as either a full vowel or are unpronounced. Where unpronounced,
the resulting clusters are in clear violation of Sonority Sequencing, as in the following (where ż
denotes an underlying yer):

(1) /wżC/ → [vjEC] (‘country’, nom.)

(2) /wżC + i/ → [fCi] (‘country’, gen.)

(3) /jabwżko/ → [jabwko] (‘apple’)

(4) /mżgwa/ → [mgwa] (‘fog’)

Survey We collected word-initial clusters from Jarosz’s (2017) corpus and the Unimorph corpus of
Polish word forms (Sylak-Glassman, 2016). This resulted in a list of 329 clusters.

Figure 1: Distribution of results
from acceptability survey.

For each cluster, three nonce words were formed with the nonce
stems 〈-arek〉, 〈-olek〉, and 〈-ąc〉, resulting in 987 nonce words.
We asked four Polish speakers to grade each nonce word as
‘acceptable’ or ‘unacceptable’ word of Polish, which were scores
as 1 or 0 respectively. Scores for cluster were aggregated across
stem type and speaker. Even though the task was categorical,
and half the clusters were rated perfectly acceptable, the results
are gradient as shown in Figure 1.

Training Data The three phonotactic models were all trained
with the same data. The training data consisted of the 329
clusters which occur in the Polish dictionary known as Słownik
Języka Polskiego (‘Dictionary of the Polish Language’), hosted
by Wielka Encyklopedia Powszechna PWN (henceforth known simply as PWN). Each cluster was
scored ‘0’ or ‘1’ depending on whether it was present in PWN ; if present, the cluster joined the
‘familiar’ list, which all three models were trained on. Frequencies for the UCLA phonotactic learner
were obtained from the Google 1T Web corpus (Brants and Franz, 2009). The categorical models
did not use frequencies. The models were then tested using the full list of clusters, and evaluated
by comparing scores given to the test set to the average acceptability score given in the survey.

The phonotactic models We tested these clusters on two categorical models and one gradient model.
The first categorical model assigned each cluster 1 or 0 depending on whether the full cluster was
present in the training data or not. The second categorical model was a Strictly 2-Local segmental
model (Rogers and Pullum, 2011), which assigned each cluster a number corresponding to how many
forbidden 2-local substrings were present in the cluster. The UCLA phonotactic learner (Hayes and
Wilson, 2008) uses Maximum Entropy to induce a list of weighted, feature-based phonological
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Figure 2: Possible categorical vs. gradient models for investigation.

constraints whose weighted sum was used to score each cluster. Features used were adapted from
Hayes (2009) for the Polish consonant inventory.

Results Correlations between the model scores and the aggregated survey results were made using
Pearson’s r and Kendall’s τ in R, returning a score between 0 (no correlation) and 1 (perfect
correlation) to evaluate each model.

The cluster model predicting the strongest correlation, with a Pearson’s value of r = 0.755
(p < 2.2e− 16), and a Kendall’s τ value of τ = 0.724 (p < 2.2e− 16). The 2-local substring model
predicted correlations that were only slightly weaker, with r = 0.726 (p < 2.2e− 16) and Kendall’s
τ of τ = 0.693 (p < 2.2e− 16). All values for both categorical models were statistically significant.
For the UCLA Learner, only the τ value was significant, τ = −0.142 (p < 0.005), showing a weaker
correlation than either categorical models.

Discussion The correlation tests showed that both the cluster model and the 2-local model were
stronger predictors of acceptability than the Maximum Entropy model. Additionally, the cluster
model slightly outperformed the 2-local model. This shows that, not only are categorical models
sufficiently predict the acceptability of complex clusters in Polish, they are able to outperform
gradient models for this task.

One interesting observation is that the constraints returned by the Strictly 2-Local model are
constraints that are in the search space of the UCLA phonotactic learner. This suggests that
improvements in its constraint search strategy may be warranted.

A potential objection to this study is that the categorical nature of the survey may unfairly favor
the categorical learning models over the UCLA learner. However, Hayes and Wilson (2008) them-
selves argue that their learning algorithm is suitable for handling categorical data, since gradient
patterns subsume categorical ones.

Future Work Figure 2 shows in bold the three models we evaluated but there at least three more
we are planning to investigate. We also plan to increase the number of participants in the survey.
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